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We hope you will

GRAMMED textbook.

This%hook is differen

Not only will it tell you things,'it will ask y

(

-out what it tells yOu.

uueations

Answering all the quest i 4rn quickly

and well.

Be' sure you answer the guestiona on'the page you are
#

reading but DO NOT look on any page except the one\you

DO NOT turn back to a,pige to find an

turn next page to find an

es'if yoU miss a questionfSo

write the correct

you take your time

will have

wer before'you go on. Just be

follow Aiiections'.

r

Sometimes ,you will be told to skip a page.. Be sur

you do eXactly as the book says.

Herd ate two things to do:
4

1. TAKE:Y.0NR TIME

Your Name

FOILOW DIRECTIONS

Your. School

Your Teacher "s N

Did you study Anthropo] last year?



-
1

_J. - People uslinds- years--from;==n6w2-can--learn- about ---;-'

,our a and ay, of life. They can read ook at

movies, or,'listen t o recordi s. People in the,fu#ure Will
..

be e to arn about us from our writings, our recorded

imusic, our xnotilon pictures and other written and spoken

recor

y

B

oars learn about' the people who lived thousands

agO? How we stud and hie way life before

writing, or movies, or records were evin invented?

This book 11 tell yoy how It is about ARCHEOLOGY.

ARCHEOLOGY is the science that studies howimen lived long

agd. This book will tell you how the science. of ARCHEOLOGY

helps us to learn' out the life of the people who lived

long ago'.

Fill in the blank :

The science that studies ,how people lived long ago

calledi

When you finish, the page and. check your. anwer.



-_u Missed it'', put "X" by

el tY line at the

tiO tom of p' e l 1 ck all kour answers very

carefully!- Yo w l en3
r

this booklet. a lot ,more. if you,.

directions_exacti did not miss-it Continue
.

readin- below,

ARCHEOLOGY is the science- a

thousands eif years a

AR6HEOLOGISTS a e the cientj.sts,who study ARCHEOLOGY
iit

Fill in the bia-

study Birch eicalled

'P ease to i the:



1;it3q14:7 01: s
al missed it,

ansWer op the line a

e ck your

rer, and write

bottom of page 2

Archeologists study the long'ago. They 0

study PREHISTORIC pee

FREHIETOR C simply means "bac:ire written recur

The longtime befo e

PREHISTORY.

keep records

Here is

icing was invented is Called

--iting was invented

events, HISTORY began.

ing- to lea

BEFORE IT WAS
INVENTED

PREHISTORY)

AFTER IT WAS
INVEN D

HISTORY



Oidgis is study people Wholgved long time

1

They sty d jprehistorl lei peop a well' as people who

o keep_records.

in the bi

I.

People who lived before the in of wr iting are

called people



Answerl ;

TO RI C' Put "X" y your answer if you

missed it; and write the correct answer on the line at tk
A

bottom of page 4. If you dig not migl -it, con

Archeologis s,are s ientists who stu
0

" are people who lived long age."Ancient per

Ar

inue,reading.

eologists study an6ient man's wAY OF LIFE or his

ULTURE. CULTURE is al). of `the things that make up ways of

living. .CULTURE includ things like;

The wad pgople eat

The houses people live in

The language people speak

The way-oreople worshi God

Different groups of, people have,different*TUPES.

For example_ our 1 e is different from the Eskimo's'

c tare. We eat different thingsi.

kihds ofh9uses.

t. You can :find the dnswer5

We I _ e in different-

speak a different language.,

8

page Take your, time and get them correct.

these queStions on this

1. Who lived &very

--__;i7 Sian

2.
/

A 14 rg that mean "ways of life" is the word,

long time ago is an



2.

N

I bet you got those righ 4,943,!'

archeolo
) %

gy We study the culturIn

, people.

How do

istortp pecipi$%

76-

of vprehistoric

.ing was invented.

-ou SUPpOse.,We cad find out about them? Archeologists

find out 'about them 4b s1 tidying ,the thing they_ Made.
\

THINGS MADE a MAN ARE CALLED IFACTS.'
6

Anything at all that is made -by people

This includes all sorts of thing_ rOm a sto

coat to a rocket. IF,i is' -MAN- MADE, it is an ARTT ACT:

ARTIFACT.

I
Put" by tie

leaf

piece of pottery

TA

ject that is an rtifaCt:

(if you mark this, to

if you mark this,

't

page 6)

n to page' 7)



1A

Anything a 2 all that is man-made is an artifact.

Let's look the objects below and mark by the

-7-

Ones tfiat are acts..

Bo.

Animal bone

Shoe

Paper p

Rock

When you (finish, skip page & and turn to page 9,,



A leaf ee is N an art faot.

Remember, please that an artifact is MADE BY

A leaf is grown by a tree; man canna make a leaf.

Turn back to page 6 and make anther choice



Shoe

Paper clip

Rock

WO

Put "X" on page 7 by"the.ones you missed. If you did not

miss ANY, turn to page 10 ki no'i

Did you Miss Welf,,remember that ARTIFACTS

THINGS' MADE BY MAN. Look again at the items listed

the top of this page. The ones that have V 1, by them

are ARTIFACTS.



-10°

Here are some review words. See how many you can get

right. You will NOT be graded, but DO YOUR BEST. This will

show you how much you have learned.

Match the correct` numbers with the words:
) -

CultUkt

Artifact

Archeologists

Historic

1- manmade object

2. leaf of atree

scientists who study ancient

man and his culture

before writing was_invented
.

5= way of life of a group of people .

6.

.

after writing was 4entedH

When you finish, turn to page 11.



Answers:

Culture

Artifact

Archeologists

4 Historic

put "X on page 10 by the ones you missed. Wait a

minute. Did you check ALL your answers carefdlly? If

you did not miss ANY, turn right_now to page 13.

If-you missed some, turn to page 12.



Sorry you missed some! But maybe I can help you get

straightened out

EOLOGISTS

Archeologists are scientists who study archeology.

What is archeology? 'Archeology is the study of people

and their culture a very long time ago. We are going to

learn how archeologists learn about these prehistoric

people and their culture.

ARTIFACTS

Artifacts are things made by people.

it is an artifact. Look at these examples:

These ARE artifacts

pencil

school building

windo

bed

Culture

CULTU

-12-

it is man-made,

These are NOT artifacts'

trees

sand

animals

clouds

ncludes all the ways of life of a group cf people.

CULTURE = WAY OF LIFE

HISTORIC

Historic describes events or people after

of writing.

Prehistoric means before writing was invented.

invention



-13-

Archeologists want to find 01 tie people who

lived thousands of years ago. They CANNOT learn about

' them by going to see them or writing them letters. That

is silly because people who lived thousandS of years ago

are no longer living.

. =

Then how can we learn about these people of long ago?

The best thing to do is to study the artifacts they made.

How would you learn about people who lived long ago?

Telephone them

Study the things they made

Of course you arkee"Study the things they made"

because there is no way telephone someone who lived

thousands of years ago!



4-

Archeologists learn about the culture of prehistoric

people by studying the. artifacts they made. Since prehistoric

people did not have writing, the Only way we can lealn &Out

them is by studying the things they made.

One big problem is that all artifacts wit ast a

long time. A lot of things that people mada,lonq ago have

ted and decayed. Some materials last; other mat vials

do not ?.as

Circle the correct answer below=

TRUE, FALSE

An iron post will rot or decay sooner than a s at,



71-
Answer :,

nuipE

Put "V on page 14 if you missed this.

A straw mat is ORGANIC material.

Am iron post is INORGANIC material.

t to tell you mere about ORGANIC material. The most

impo ant thing,to ember is: ORGANIC MATERIAL

FROM EITFER PLANTS OR ANIM

help you remember, all three of the following

begin with the letter, "O":

OAK TREES

ORGANIC

OwlS are animals,

Oak trees are plants;

oak trees are Org _c."

RE ORO II C



ORGANIC Material: comet from plants or animals. You

already know that when plants or animals are no'longer

they change. They, rot 'decay.y' living,

ORGANIC material

(_l-

1) is made from plants or antitals

will rotor decaX

r

Circle tl e `correct n tiers :

1. Wool comes from AN ANI A PLANT

2. Wood comes 4om A PLANT

3. Cotton comes from AN ANI A PLANT

ther comes fro A Lurr

Turn the page.



Answers:

A PLANT

3 A PLANT

4. AN ANIMAL

Put "X". by the ones you missed o page

Did you miss ally?

(Turn to page:19)1-

(Tu.rn to pAge 18.)



Her 4 the same qUestIons again; oh t w 'you,

to answer thet.right now . do w it y _o ski:

.page to the ".*

`Wool comes from

2. Wood comes from

4.

C ton comes from

t reading at the ."16..

4

ANIMAL

her tomes from' ANIMAL

comes from sheep. Circle the correc

A P

A PLANT'

A PLANT

A PLANT

Wood comes from trees. It comes from pine trees,

walnut trees; and other trees. Circle the correct

question 2.

COtton grpwn in fields;
P

'should give you a clue-to the answer to question 3.

Circle

,,Leather skin that has been specially treated. It

could he made from the skin of cows, p or even snakes .

Circle the correct answer to question 4.
.

When you, finish, check your answers by looking at the top

grows,from:a seed. This

f page .17. Then turn to page 19.



Fill in the blank

Organic material comes from (1) and

Organic Material'will decay or



era:-

AOrganic materialcomes from

() fi Al /945 _rganic
_

3 077._

-20-

Lerial will decay or

Put "X" by ones you missed on page 19.

'INORGANIC material is easy to understand if you kno4i

the meaning of the word, organic. INORGANIC is just about

the opposite organic.

Fill in the blank:

If "Incomple e" means "not complete", then

"inorganic".means " organic."



1

- -21-
Anower organic "

INORGANICmeans

(1) not made frQjn imals or plants

J(2) widi not rot or decay
..\

)

Here are some examples of INORGANIC materials

stone

glass

metal &

These materials are not made frm plants or aiimals.
They are nt made from anything that has ever been alive.
They will not rot and decay They are INORGANIC materials

Take your time and fill in the blanks

1. material is not made from a plant
2 If materials will rot or decay, it is material
3 Straw is material.
& Iron is material.

' 1;
&



Answers:

INORGANW

ORGANIC

3. ORGANIC

4. INORGANIC

Be Sure to check your answers carefully. Put "X" by the

ones you missed.

RemeMbe_

ORGANIC s PLANTS AND ANIMALS = WILL DECAY

INORGANIC = WILL NOT DECAY

used both ORGANIC and INOR NIC materials to make

ifacts,

Wh i acts would last the longest?

Ones made of organic material (turn to page 24)

Ones made of inorganic material page 2.3)



.Inorganic materials' last longer than org_ankc' materials.

Turn to page ,25. skip page 24. -

t



-24-

Organic materials are ade.from an or from plants.

rganic materials will rot or decay.

Turn 0 page 22 anamake other selection.



-25-

Inorganic materials last longer

Inorganic materials do not decay.

or anic materia

This means that the very old artifacts that archeologi

find are wally made of INORGANIC materials. ORGANIC arti

are not found because they do not last.

This is important for you to undeistand:

N tT ALL THE ARTIFACTS THAT PREHISTORIC MAN MADE HAVE LASTED.

Most of the artifacts that have been found -were made of

inorganic material.



j)nlyjnorganic artifacts last, isle do notAnOw mu

-26-

abot the organic artifacts made long ago. Prehistoric

man could have made many artifacts out of organic material

that have rotted away.

This is one reason we do not kn everything about

ancient people: some of their artifacts were made of

organic material. These artifas did not last.

Another reason why, we do not know all about prehistdric

people is because they did not keep written records. All

that we know about them is what we can learn from their

artifacts, the things they made. We do not know much about

their language, their games, their songs because they did

not write. They did not keep records of these things.

only parts of their culture that we know about are their

artifacts that we have found.

Put

So, our knowledge of prehistoric man dbt complete.

by the two reasons that we do not know a about

Prehistoric people.

We cannot read their writing

B. They did not leave any tten records

C. Their organic artifacts have rotted

D. They did not make any artifacts

-n y u have marked two choices,



Put "X" by the ones you missed.

you did not miss any, turn right now to page 28.

If you missed,some, please go back and read page 26

BY CAREFULLY. Read th- whole page. After you have read

the page again, put the letters of the correct' answers on

the lines at the bottom of page 26.



You have learned,,a lot! to show you how

,._You will NQT get a grade on these questions but do your BEST

to answer them right. Put ' by-the right answer.

1. A word which means "way of life" is

archeology

culture

2. Material that is made from something that was living

organic material

inorganic material.

Which of these is an artifact?

basket

river

A. Material that will rot or decay is

organic material

inorganic material

5. Mow do we describe the people who lived b ore written

records were kept?

historic

prehistoric

Please turn page.



Answers:

1. ''culture

organic

basket

4. organic material

5. prehistoric

Check your answers CAMEFULLY. pub "X" by you

missed. Did you miss any?

Yes

No

(Turn to page 30)

(Turn to page 31)



sorry you goofed. Iet me help you get on the

.track. I'll repeat the question and mark the correct answer.

I will extlaih,tke correct answer, too.

1. A word that means "way of life" is
ardheology, culture

Remember, I told you that culture
make up ways of living.

s all e dings, that

CULTURE = WAY op LIFE,

They are equal to each other.

Material is made from something,that was living
organic inorganic

Owl, oak tree, and organic. Th all begin with "0"..
Organic means made from Plants (exam le: .trees) or animals
(example: owls). Plants and animals iving.

Which .of these is an artifact?
basket river

An artifact is a'man7made object, so basket is the right
answer.

4. Material that will rot or decay is
ganic d inorganic

Organic material is made from plants or animals. It is
true that after death, plants and animals decay.

5. How do you describe the people who lived
records were kePt?

historic prehistoric

Before writing

Prehistoric
-4-

re written

tA) aa 72 AI 6

Since writing was invented

Historic



- 31-

I bANVOaidthat_a tifa a . Where

,do they find these artifacts? Most of .the time, artifacts

are burled in'the ground.

BURIED?

Here are three ways they can get buried:

1. BURIED ON 'PURPOSE

Long ago# people buried all sorts of objects with the

iorld do they get

dead, things like bowls and tools and weapons were often

buried in graves'because people thought that the dead

could use these,th3.ngs.

2. BURIED BY EARTHQUAKE AND VOLCANOS

It doesn't happen very often but sometimes things get

buried by a volcano or earthquake. Whole towns. and villages

have been suddenly buried this way.

"3. BURIED AS TIME PASSED

something is just left, as time -asses, t'can-get

buried. Imagine-a campsite or village that people have left.

Roofs cave in, walls fall down, dirt-settles on things,

plants grow up. In thousands and thous e of years, a

deberted campsite or village could be mpletely buried.



Artifacts or even whole towns, c be buried. The

ways I'told you about are:

Put

BURIED ON PURPOSE

BURIED BY EARTHQUAKE AND VO

BURIED AS TIME PASSED

" by the correct answer:

3.. If you lose a penny in the woods and nobody

2.

after a while it will get covered over.

The penny was

A. buried on purpose

buried as time passed

cheologist digs up a skeleton. Nei

-32-

skeleton

are several Stone arrowheads and a metal necklace. The

arrowheads acid necklace were probably

A. buried on purpose

buried as time passed



1.

hec3c your answer carefully! Put "X"- by the ones you

missed.

If you did.not miss any, turn to page 34 RIGHT NOW

You do not need to read any more on this page.

you, ?pissed question 1, turn to page 31 d read

UPIED AS TIME PASSED.

If you missed question 2, turn to page 31 and read

1. BURIED ON PURPOSE.

When. you have follow, the directions above, put a

IV

on the line at the bottom of page 31. Then turd to

page 34.



Artifacts, that stay buried are not useful to an

-34-

cheologist. Archeologists cannot study artifacts that

are covered with dirt. The first thing the archeologist

has to do is dig the artifacts out of the ground.

The places where archeologists-dig to find artifacts

are called SITES.

How do archeologists choose the SITES they will dig?

ey do not go out 1 dig just any old place. They would

not go out and dig up your backyard o- the basement of your

school. They would have to have some clue that they might

find artifacts before they would dig a SITE.

Fill in the blank:

The location or place where' an archeologist digs

artifacts is called a



-35-

Answer:

C-,117 E_

If you missed it, put "X" by your answer. Then put the

right answer on the line at the bottom of page 34.,

what sorts of clues do ar _eplOgists use to find sites?

Some clues turn up byCHANCE. Someone on a picnic
\-

might ,find an old indian,artifact Maybe, workmen digging

a swimming pool might find pieces.

(-

These are examples of finding a site by CHANCE.

-cient pottery bowl.

Anther way that archeologists get clues about sites

EROSION. EROSION is the slow wearing away of soil by wind

or water. After a real hard rain, hav
'

you ever seen places
147ry

where the soil is washed away? This is EROSION. Sometimes

EROSION will uncover a buried iite.

a



WRITTEN -CORDS sometimes give clues about sites.

Archeologists study written records. Then ey ask questions,

and they look at maps. These things give. clues about Bites.

Archeologists can get clues from ,AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.

This means that they:go up n airplanes° and take pictures

of the grourid below. Sometimes these pi es give clues

about es:P..

I'll repeat some of the clues that arch logi_ ease

to find sites=

ice disc vries

2 , erosion

written records

4.. aerial photography

AF
Pretend you are an archeologist looking for a bite.

yop. go up in an airplahe? what kind of clue can you

someone bringsbrings you an arrowhead his dog has dug up,
_At-kind of clue-is this?

You end a very sandy place whet?, the wind blows v ry
bard most of the time. If the Wind blows the sand away
,fro a buried artifact, at is this called?

You 'read a tale about an old indi villagi near your

town. You use what you read to help you find asite.
What kind of clue is the tale?

'710



Anawerf

Aerial' photograpl

dance discovery 4.

Erosxon

4. Written records

If yOu got- all the .quebtions cor ct, ,turn_ to page 38

ELVAJE0o.1. You do not need to read- the 'rest, of this page

You missed; so Then read:be

Aerial photograph just means taking pictures of the ground

from an airplane.

nce discover,

finding

Erosion happen

Written record

read re,writ

can be facts'

nd wears sc mnthing .

stories. Thinge that we



Use ords listed belt

-38-

When

you use a word, mark yirough it After you-have used a word

one time, you will no need to use it again. Yod will not

use all the words in the list. Work carefully.

ARCHEOLOGY HISTORIC
ARTIFACTS :INORGANIC
CHANCE ORGANIC
CULTURE PREHISTORIC
EROStON SITES '-

The science of (1

and his way of life or his (2)

studies ancient man

of these people lived before writing was invented, so

there are no written records of their usto and habits. Since

they had no writin, they are called (3)

people. Archeologists learn about these people from

they made. These man-made things are called (4)

the things

Usually these objects are buried, and the places where,

archeologists dig to find them are called (5)

Things can be buried on purpose, by volowes,and earthquakes,

sr by dirt and dust` collecting °Vet th©ii ands and thousandE

f years.

Archeologists do not know all about ancient' people because

some of the things they made have not lasted. Artifacts that

are made from plants

made from (6)

(7)

mats do net last; these things are
P

terial. Artifects made from

erial do not rot, so these are the ones

that archeologists usually find



e is the way you should have filled in the-blanks.

_ your answers carefully and put "X" by each one you

missed. CHECK CAREFULLY.

The science of (1)

39.-

studies ancient

man and his way of life or his (2) (/ 11_10-LIAE

Some of these people lived before writing was invented,

there are no n records of their customs and habits. ',Since

they had no writing, they are called (3)

people. Archeologists learn about these people from the things

they made. These -made things are called (1LI)LEF.

Usually these objects are buried, and the places where

archeologists dig to find them are called (5)

Things can be buried on purpose, by volcanos and earthquakes,

or just by dirt acid dust. collecting over thousands and thousands

of years.

Archeologists do not know all about `ancient people becau

some of the things =ey made have not lasted. Artifacts that

are made from plants and animals do not last; these things are

made from (6) material. Artifacts made

from (7) QL(LiTaeLNz2,____ material do not rot, so these

are the ones that archeologists usually find.



The places where Archeologists dig for artifacts are called

SITES. SiteS'are named bytheir locations. For example, a

site which is found in desert is called DESERT SITE

The names of some sites are

DESERT SITES

CAVE SITES

FROZEN SITES

JUNGLE SITES

If we know the location of a site; we can tell something

about how well the objects in a site will last. Usually,

things. last better where DRY.

See if you know e correct answer. Put " " by it.

ere would artifacts last better and longer?

_desert site (turn to page 41)

jungle site (turn to page 42)
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D 1

facts would be better preserved in a desert site

because deserts are very dry.

Let Me tell you about the words, TO PRESERVE, and

PRESERVATION. They Mean the same as the words, TO PROTECT,

and PROTECTION.

Artifacts are preserved when they are in a place that

.protects them from harm.

Usually, artifacts are better preserved in a dry Site

like a desert, th_ in a damp site like a jungle%

Skip page 42 and urn to page 43.
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1

We said that artifacts would last longer at DRY sites. ,

Is a jungle dry? No, usually jungles have a lot of rain,

so things rot-and decay quickly.

Turn back to page 40 and make another choice.



Cave sites are good places for preservation, too. The

on that caves are good sites is because they protect
4

things inside then from the weather. Objects that are not

in rain and snow and wind last longer than objects that are

out in the weather.

So both CAVE SITES" and DESERTSITES preserve or

protect objects very well.
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A FROZEN SITE is a place where the temperature ie always

below freezing. Preservation is even better at FROZEN SITES

than it is at cave and desert sites. In fact, FROZEN SITES

preserve artifacts best of

There are -not many FROZENSITES. In the first place,

very cold parts of the earth have never had many people

living in them. In the second place, there are not

places on earth where the weather is so cold that the

iy

temperature is always below freezing, winter and summer.

A FROZEN RURIAL,SITE was found high on a mountain in

Russia. The bodies in the burial site were so well preserved

that tattoos on the skin were still easily seen. When

site was found, everything in it .was so well preserved it

seemed like it had been frozen just yesterday instead of

thousands of years ago.

Put " by the site whei-e preservation is best.

cave site

desert site

frozen site

--gle site



Answer:

frozen site

If you missed this, put "X" by your answer, and-write

the correct answer onIthe line at the bottom of page 44.

Presrvation BEST at FROZEM SITES, but tiers are

not many of these-sites.

ark the site where preservation

cave site-
desert site

_

fro en site

gi _e

rest.
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Answers

-jungle site,

If you missed this, put "X" by your answer, and write

the correct answer on the,line at.the bottom of page 45.

A jungle site is poorest for preservation because it is

alwayS damp. `Dampness causes Objects to rot, decay, or rust

Sites are named by the places where they are found.
i

There are desert sites, cave sites, -row sites, and jungle

sites.

Sites are also classified by thei USE. For example, a

BURIAL SITE is where the dead have been buried.

The names of some sites by their USES are

BURIAL SITES

HABITATION SITES

REMONIAD SITES

DIAL KILL SITES

The-name of the site tells what the people used it for.
v. .

An ANIMAL KILL SITE a plaCe where people killed animals

for food. You may by wondering how archeologists today knout

what a site was used for thousands of years ago. Here is

how they know: the artifacts and other things at a site gave ,

clues. At ANIMAL KILL SITE, an archeologist might

find boneS of animals and tools or pieces -f _lo that

used to kill the animals.



as are named by their USES. See if you can mat

these sites to their uses.

Burial aite place where people lived

-47-

Habitation site 2. place where people buried the dead

Ceremonial site 3. place where people held religious

ceremonies

Turn to page 48.
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AnSwers:

a Burial site

/ Habitation site

.3 Ceremonial site

Let me tell you _so- ething .about each of theses

BURIAL SITE

You probably already know what this is. A burial site

is where a person or people have been buried. Often, all

sorts of artifacts were buried with a person. It was believed

that he would be able to cot?`ntinUe Using them after death.

Archeologists can find out a great deal about ancient man

the artifacts he finds at burial sites.

HABITATION SITE

A habitation site is a place where people live. A

citation can be a house, a tent, a hut, or a palace.

can also be a town, a village, or a city, A habitation

iS'a place where people liv

CEREMONIAL SITE

A ceremony is a Special occasion. Ceremonial sites are

places where special RELIGIOUS celebrations or RELIGIOUS

festivals took place.



Can you match these:

Burial site I. religious service

Ceremonial site 2, grave yard

tation site houte,

Ra
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Answers,:

Burial site

sere n al site

Habitat on si

Check yo

Let's r

a test, but

_savers. "e: by the ones

-50-

you missed

things we have talked about. Th'

ur/very best.

Mark "TRUE"' or "FALSE"

Sites it ::jungles. usuBUY:axe hot

good preservation as sites in caves.

arganid objects will decay quickly.

Archeologists study artifdts to

learn about ancient people.

.A stone arrowhead is an example of an

c artifact.

Frozen sites are not found iriery

Alabitation sites are places where

people once lived.



V`

All tIe s a
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nts are "TRUE". If you missed any, please

,by them. Then read the ones you missed again.

Re ember that all the statements are "TRUE".

You kn that archeologists, study artifacts in order to

lea= about man and his culture long ago. You also ]snow that

these artifacts

tell you h.

are usually buried in the ground.

theologists unc_

want

er or .excavate attifac

TO EXCAVATE

ned way. . When archeologists EXCAVATE a°

they -first study the site. Then they make a map

ooden pegs to m ,the site off into sanares.

Each peg is numbered. ,.bring tied from peg to peg so

site is divided into squares. The archeologists can then.:

put a a on each artifact show exactly where it was found.

A site with pegs and
The site I _s: ready to be excavated-.
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Archeologists keep very careful records of where evething

found at a site. Every phjebt that und is tagged, and

a record is made as to whit square it Was found in, and exactly

hOwAftp it was buried. It is very important''to keep records

4

hat things are'found.neaX7) a other. The relationship of

object if often more importan A the objects themselves.

After the site is studied and

string; the digging or exNvati n begins.

Below-are some drawings of.how excavations would look

pegs and

from an airpl- ce. THE-DARK PARTS ARE WHERE-THE DIRST HAS BEEN

DUG OUT.

Look at Xhe d

aeriaLphotogiaphs

Wings carefully. Imagine that these are.

pictures taken from an airplane), that

sites are probably at least-as big

Maybe even much Bch b g,cr.

y. n yard

Tcrl'AIR

EXCAVAXON,_

TRENCH , QUADRANT CHECKERBOARD

EXCAVATION -EXCAVATION ©F PITS
EXCAVATION

Look at'these carefully and stu eir names.



As y04 can see from looking at the sketc

different ways to excavate a site. Archeol
0

a
- which excavation method they -will use on.a pa

11 tell you some more about the different exCavatio

TOTAL EXCAVATION

e whole site is dug up in TOTAL EXCAVAT] -- Arche 1

have the` best chance of finding all the artifaCts at a site

they use TOTAL EXCAVATION. If the site id' big TOTAL EXCAVATION

takes pa lot of money

te

time.

TRENCH EXCAVATION

TRENCH EXCAVATION does not tale as much money

total excavation, but

located in a site. In a

a good way ,to gat an idea of what
__,--

TPENCH EXCAVATION', a ditch is dug

through the site. The archeOlogist,can get idea of the

different layers of site,
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Prte

QUADRANT EXCAVATION

In QUADRANT'EXCAVATION,the site' is divided into four

6 of these-four Parts (1/4) i6 dug
4*

QUADRANT, actually means 1/4.

CHECKERBOARD "OF PITS EXCAVATION

The CHECKERBOARD OF PITS is marked off'into squares and-

then every other square is excavated. From an airplane the:

site, really looks like a checkerboard,' doesn't it? The

CHECKERBOARD OF PITS excavation is used a .sites where it

is not ecessary to dig very deeply into the earth.

The word



Here are the names of different kinds ofacavationS.

PUt the correct name under the pictures below.

TOTAL

TRENCH,

QUADRANT

CHECKERBOARD OF PITS

e 7.

.1....v6

.-.: -:

Ti_-_-*
.

(name)
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--AneWeYS:

2.

Arci

"DIG" (a

rP

eulogists do not excavate a site all alone. At a

"dig"- is slang for an excavation) there is always

at least one archeologist, usually a few college students

who are studying archeology, and sortie laborers. The arrcheologist_

uses his skill and knowledge to plan and direct the work.

He does some of the-hard work of digging; too. The college

students get practical training to be archeologists. They

are given a chi ce to keep records, make plans and decisions

-
under the supervision of the archeologist. A lot of their

time is spent.doing the hard work of pigging, also. All of

the laborers' time is spent digging, ttarrying dirt, and doing

the manual labOr. Laborers who have had experience digging

archeological sites are Very helpful to the archeologist.

At times, excavating is.exciting, but often it is just

plain hard work. It might take weeks of work before even one

little artifact is found.

Acheology is interesting to both boysand girls.

President Johnson's dicier daughter spent a summer helping

at a _"dig" wh6h she was in college.
tt



V

you uld 'Use

Pegs and strings ark off the site.

Shovels and_picks to dig out the dirt.

Wheelbarrows and baskets to carry the dirt away from the

site to where it can be sifted.

Sieves (or screens) to s*ft the dirt carefully so that not

even a tiny artifact will be overlooked.

Small tools like ves and paintbrushes to dig out and

clean of small objects.

Tape treasures to measure off the site d to keep complete

cords of where objects we_ d.

Notebooks and cameras to make records.

ese are just some of the tools used. Sometimes, at

a very large site a bulldoze might be used to scrape off

-57-

the top layer of earth and do some of the first dirt removal.



Put " by the sentence that is true.

-archeologists use tools like those that many of us

have at home. (turn to page 59)

-.Archeologists use tools that are so special:and different

that they cannot be used for ything else. (turn to page 60)
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ArdheologiStsuse-toolemthat many of us have at home.

It takes alOt of.tr4ining to become an archeologist,

but the toollisi.rdheologists use are lust "plain old

tools.";

Skip phge 604 and turn 61 .E!ge
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flow think a minute! There-is really nothing .special

about the tools ,that archeologists

are not ardheologists have the same tools:

Here are the names of the tools I told you about,I

=ve some of them t your house.

f people who

Shovel

Wheelbarrow

Paint Brush

Ta?Measure.

Notebook

Camera

Turn to page 58 and nose another answer.



Archeologists want to know the age of sites, and artifacts

found at'sites. There are two methods they use to find out

Shout the age of objects. The methods are

ABSOLUTE DATING

RELATIVE BATING

Let's use thesemwords to talk about YOUR age.

ABSOLUTE DATING

s old.

In what year were you born?.

answe

These qudstions concerned w SOLUTE DATING. The

RELATIVE DATING.

age with your mother's age.,_ YOu

older

This question is concerned with RELATIVE DATING. The answer

to the question tells the age of something only as it is

227122r d mething else:

ABSOLUTE DATING: gives a fixed or exact age or year.

RELATIVE DATING: compares one object with another.



used- your -age -as just ex words iikEsourn

and RELATIVE DATINO; nsnalW:_e used to describe the age of

-artifacts and sites.

Here are two things an'altheologist might say. Mark

what kind of dating informatton each sentence contains.

This arrowhead is the same age as that one

Absolute dating-
Relative dating

vase is 150

Absolute da-ing

Relative -dating



2. 1olute
the ones you Missed. .

In RELATIVE DATING, we

tHe age of something in rela*on

that something is older, the s

Omething else

In ABSDLUTE DATING,

\-adtually s. -1We say that something 150 kears4'Lold, or

nething was made in the year, 1520. In ABSOLUTE DATING

can give more exact -information than can in ,RELATIVE

DATING.

ember: If all e can do is __compare one object with

another, this is RELATIVE DATING. If we` can use actual

numbers of dates in talking' about-.t.he age of something,

ABsourrE DATING,



Let's talk atout :a_ RELATIVE methicd that ,is call d

STRATIA RAR

The earth is made up of different layers (or htxat4a) of

rock And soil. Over thousand's of years, different strata :(or

layers) are bUilt up. The newer layers are near-the surface

of the earth, and the older strata are deeper. THE DEEPER YOU

DIG DOWN THE OLUgR THE STRATA.

e your time and answer these questions:

1. What is another name for layer?

2= What method of relative dating are yoU learning about on

this page?
t



rawer

A' T

Put "X" by the ones you 'missed, and then put the rrect

answer oethe line at the bottom of. Page 64.

-Top OF GROUND
'tr&-ta, 0P Sand
fr Q ta. Of' Di.rt
cif.a of Gr.ctui 4 Rocks

ou could dig a deep hole, you might find

layer of sand, then a layer of dirt, then a layer of gravel

and rocks.

The picture above shows what you might find. Which

strata would be older?

strata of turn tai page 66)

.

strata -of gravel and rockS tu =to p4ge 67)



You see, layers of earth are being built up all the time,

and the s*ata closer to the_surface are not as old

deeper strata.

rata ne--

know that deeper strata are older

top.

Look at the picture again on page 65, and make another

selection.



ratigraphy works scgrt of like a full trash can.

at the bottom got put therefull trash 'can, the paper
4

paper at the top. In stratigraphy, the deeppr strata of
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before

the earth "got put there" (are older than) the Strata,at, the

top.

if artifacts are _ 6Ad in different strata of

.excavation, theologists k something about the age of

them This way of RELATIVE DATING is

STRATIGRARHI mews study of the strata or layers.

tailed S TIGRAPHY.

By the od of ST TI' HY, we Know that the artifacts

found in deeper layers of. the earth a;ie older th-

found in, shallow strata of the earth.

the artifact

Use.your knowledge of stratigraphy to answer these
=,=

question. De VERY careful!

rOf O GROUNI3Lc_

1. Which% :t =act is dicier?

2. 4 Which one of these is less old?



An- aka:

a

B answers are

PuWe by theAones you missed.-

ember4hat.te deeper strata of the earth ire older.

0
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ther type of RELATIVE DATING is called SERIATION. In

this sating, the type o tyle of an object gives clues as to
a

its relative -age. For instance, if I show you'a picture of a

new°Ford car 15 years ago, and a picture of a new Ford .car

today, you canttell me which car is newer, it you? Y'ou

might not be able to tell e the year each car was made, Out

you can say, "This car is older than that.' You Would probably

use. shape style 8f the Cars to decide on _your answer.
PI

T ;same mdthod is usedon a lot of artifacts. Pottery,

toois, andarr

yea-

heads have Changed and improved throuOrthe

compare two pieces of pottery madeArcheolog _

by the same group of people, or two different styles of

arrowheads. They can decide which is older than which..

Archeologists study the dffanges, and c

qe eft objects, by the improvements and changes that are made

in sty is rell iv = dating -d is called SERIATION.,
,t ---h

ell the relative

So far', -ave talke

stra

2. seriation

kinds ive d Ling:



ai

S

2
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Use these words to fill in the blanks:

ABISOLUTE

RELATIVE

SERIATON

STRATIGRAPHY

The series or style's of artifaCts may help in'dating an

'artifact. This dating method is called

dating tells whether an objec

found in a deeper or more shallow layer of earth.

dating, the archeologist is

'te a definite, fixed age of an object.

c.



Answers:

1. afl6a-

2. rarer ph (4_

3. aja.&alili
Put "" by the ones you missed, to write e correct

on the lines at the bottom of page 69.

You -have read about two relative dating me

STRATIGRAPHY

and

SERIATION

Now I w _t to tell you about some SOLUTE DATING

methods.

1

-70-
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You have learned that ABSOLUTE DATING gives a more or

less exact year Archeologists have several methods of

ABSOLUTE DATING. The four methods I will tell you about are;

CALENFRICAL DATING

DENDROCHRONOLOGY

CARBON-14 DATING

POTASSIUM-ARGON DATING

These words probably do not mean much to you now, but

I will explain them.



The word, gALENDRICAL, is in the same word family as a

word you already know, CALENDAR.

LoOk,at the words:

CALENDRICAL

CA.U1NDAR

You.can see that they'l k a lot'alika.,

are similar, to

Their 0 inga

7

Our calendar system is not the only calendar syste

the world. an has used many'different'calendr syste

Our year, 1970 might be the Yea; 10,0991-in another-calendar.

system. The -1D,000 of another system does not tell Ua anything

own c4enda e-. If we knowunless we can pUt it into

that the year, 10060,

our system, the e using the-

CALENDRICAL DATINd is a dating

calendar sy6tems develOioed by man.

can translate, or change one calendar ny

calendar-syStem.

ad 'do artheol ists use calend

calen _ical

1.1



Answers::

tratigraphy

2. calendrical

Put "X" by the ones you missed.

Another absolute dating Huth

This method is also called "tree

is cut, we can see a numb

en a tree

Every

ringsyear the tree ,grors ioir ring,

can tell h old tfie tree is.

=5 -1'

5 DENDROCHRONOLOGYJs a method 0

et ng made'out of wood by Wu: rings i_
_-=

Archeologists use DEN on trees and wooden

ObjeCts found at sites .

This
"tree

what
ings" are.
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The two absolute datihg methods I've told you about are

CALENDRICAL DATING

,and

DENDROCHRONOLOGY

There are two other absolute methods that are #portant

CARBON-14 DATING

and

POTASSIUM -ARGON DATING

Carbon- and botass umlm2211 dating are alike because

they both study the chemical changes that take place in

material. They are different, too Let me tell ydu how they

are alike and different.



CARBON -14 DATING

Organic material (plants and animals) contain a certain

amount of a chemical called CARBON-14. Scientists know

how much CARBON14 living, things contain. When the plant or

dies, the CARBON-14 begins to7dhange very slowly into

another chemical. Archeologists can measure the amount of

CARBON-14 remaining in 'a once living object and tell how

long the object has been dead'.

This is called CARBON-14 DATING. It is used on-ORGANIC

material.

POTASSIUM7ARGON_DATING

Some rocks contain a certain amount of a chemical called

POTASSIUM. Scientists know how much POTASSIUM is in newly

formed rocks. ,Scienti _ also ):now that POTASSIUM Changes.'

into another chemical, ARGON, at a certaih'sl rate.

Archeologists can., measure 'the amount of POTASSIUM in a

rock and tell how. old the rock

This is called POTASSIUM-ARGON DATING. It is iu ed on rock

and other material containing POTASSIUM.

1. Which method of absolu ing, studies the chemical

changes in rock?

2. Which method of absolute_ dating studies the chemical

changes in organic material?



1.

2.

0

Put "X by the ones you missed,

Did you miss any

Yes, issed some. (Turn to page 77)

No lot thew:
. (Turn to 'page 713)



I'm sorry you missed some. Maybe I can hel you get

straightehed out:

Carbon-14 dating - This method of dating measures the amount

Of-Carbon-14, a Chemical, left-in A once living object.

The longer the object has been dead, the less carbon -14,it

contains. Carbon-I4 dating is used on organic material.

Potassium-Argon dating This method of d _ g measures the

amount of potassium, a chemical, in rocks- otasSium changes

into argon, another chemical, at a certain rate. The older

rock, the less potassium and the more argon. Pot--sium

argon dating is used On rocks which contain pot si
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Now let's see how you can do on this REVIEW.

Use the words. bel tto fill in the blanks.

CALENDRICAL-DATING

CARBON-14 DATING

DENDROCHRONOLOGY

SERIATION

STRATIGRAPHY

1. is called "tree ring dating."

2. is a dating method that studies

the layers of earth where objects are found.

is one dating` method' that studies

the chemicals an object contains,

dating method that studies

changes in the way artifacts are made.



Answers:

1. Dendrochronology

2. Strattgraphy

3. Carbop-14

4. Seriation

Put "X" by .the ones you missed.

Did you miss any,

Yes (Turh to nage 80)

NO .(Turn to riSge 81).
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au missed some of the questions. Maybe I 'can help you.

mote, about methods of dating.

A

art acts

Read' and think out each one

Calendricaldating: a method of dating using different

calendar syiteins developed. by man.

Carbon-14 _datin method of dating based on the ts

'-of Carbon-14 a radio-active chem4.cal, left in organic

materiaf after death:

Dendrochronology: a dating methdused on wooden objec

The- rings inside a tree, trunk tell'the age of the tree or wood.
Qs

Ser_ ion: a method of dating based on the type Or style of

an object. This studies how the style 6i shape of

things change' over -the years; Remember I gave you the

example of Ford cars?

Strattgraphz; a method o

earth where an object is

or less old than another

(

dating which uses the layer

-und to tell. whether it is older

Peeper objects are q1d6r.



You have worked hard ed,a lot
,
of new things .

Here are some questions to help yo review the thisnIgs

have st ed.

Circle either "TRUE" or 'FALSE"

TRUE 'FALSE 1. Stratigraphy is the study of rings in ,rees.

TRUE FALSE 2. An organic artifact can be made from wood.'54Nrw,

TRUE ,FALSE 3. A site where people lived is a ceremonial

TRUE FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

Fl

site

_ archeologist can decide how old

something is, he'is using an absolute.11

-dating method`.

Prozen sites are well preserved but there

not many of them.

In a quadrant excavation, 1X4 o

is excavated.

Ple e turn the page wh 'you iiriigh

to



Answers

FALSE,.

TRUE

-FALSE

4. TRUE

5. TRUE,

6. 'TRUE

?tit "X" by the ones you mi

your answers carefully!

ed. Wait a minute! 1

-824

All the questions are "TRUE" except 1. and 3. l will change

these questions to make them uTRUE16, too. Read below.

Question 1:
a' e,

Dendrochronolow, not st_atig aphy,

of rings in trees.

Question A site where people lived is a habitatio
0

not a ceremonial site.

e study
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1.1

Locating sites and excavating them is not all there is to

archeology. OnCe the site is excavated, there is still much

work to be done.

A lot of archeological work is done in a laboratory.

laboratory is set up at the excavation site.

t.
ometimes'the artifacts are sent to a university or mus9um -

labsraito ry-

These-kinds of work are done in laboratories:

CLEANING
A

1

I have to exp thing, to

ou know that wn artifacts= are dug oUt of tie ground,

there kg dir

Some artifact

them.- CLEANING is just getting the dfit of

can, be cleaned

other ifacts so ,then are

ith water. Water might hurt

other things.

You altiady knaW'abOut DATING, too. ]ember e ative

ahs 1ute dating? Most DATING is done in the tory.



Other thine are done tn the a aboratory,

RESTORATTON is putting kn things , or things that have

c me.apart, badk-together. Many

they

a

e found. They are RESTORED

the laboratory.

.PRESERVATr

Not only do artifacts need to be°E.2112411, --17 Must be
a *

PRESERVED, too. PRESERVATION is neypiiedtc4,keep the artifacts

4 itia

from falling to pAces once they have been dug up. Objects

th lacquer or other chemicals

acts Ore broken. when

put ,back together in

are PRFSERVED by being t9
Ice _in fror harm.

Put " by the C8rrect ans

V
Which of these protects an object from damage?
4

s rvation

4
storation

4

(turn to page 85)

(turn to-page 86)



pieces after they have beep Oug up.

proteots objects from change.Or decay.

en things.

Skip page 6 and turn

4i=





.

-r '41.

0r-'

. . Othei thing is'done in the laborao It is called
.

DESCRIPTION

In DESCRIPTION, a detailed record is made of such thris
as the weight of an artifact, its exact size, and the material

of which it is made.

Again, here a the things that are done

after a site is excavated:

CLEANING,

DATING-

RESTORATION

PRESERVATION

DESCRIPTION

After the excavation and the cleaning is done, the

archeologist still has a lot to do. Two of the most

e laboratory

important things archeologists do are

INTERPRETATION

and

PUBLICATION

2 a



INTERPRETATION
. -

ArdheologistS keep v_ fur records and

pf everything they find at a

ate pictures

know exactly where

artifacts were found, how deep they were buried, and what was

Archeologists use all the records they have kept to

make an INTERPRETATION. They must'exolain what they have-

found. An INTERPRETATMON is an e lanation. Archeologist

all the information they have to-try to explain the

culture of the people who used the site.

If a lot of broken pottery was excavated, the

archeologist knows that the people used pottery. If many

bones of Wild animals were found, the archeologist might

INTERPRET at the people were hunters.

8
INTEP=PETATION is a very important part of the work of an'

archeologist. INTERPRETATION is really taking all the pieces of

information that are known and pitting hem together to explain

1

the culture group o peoplef

FJ :CATION -

,At

71-r, write their in tations, PUBLISH them.

o that

eologists-

TO PUBLI to have articles %r books p

otly.r.people can read them. It is very important
A

to tell other arettliolgists what they have found. Most of the

a

articlbs are PUSLISHEO in special journals (or magazinet) which

archeologists Teed.. Sometimes the as isles are printed again in-

newSpapn andth?oks that you and I read. Your library may have

some goOd archeo



Sea'if you.oah get all cif these ght. use the words

listed below to fill in th e blank S.

CLEANING'

INTERPRETATION

PRESERVATION

PUBLICATION

RESTORATION

putting broken.artifacts back

2. Ah archeologist takes all the information he has about a

site and uses it to explain the culture of the people.

This is galled

Archeologists have articles printed in journals and books.

called

Carefully removing dirt from-artifacts is called

4 cj



Anstgers:

1. RESTORATION

2. INTERPRETATION.

1. PUBLICATION

4. CLEAN

Put "X" by the ones you missed.

Did you miss any?'

Ye

No

(Turn page 91)

(Turn to nage 92)

-90-



Letes *ee if
**,

can explain these wor

TIOnand PRESERVATION

A lot of the artifacts that archeologists n4
0

broken. RESTORATION is putting them back together again.

L

#

a little be

-91-

Wheh archeolo ists find artifacts., Y

1

. To keep them from being damaged, they might paint them with

_o keep them.

cleai paint or .put some chemical on them to protect them from

harm. This is called PRESERVATION.

INTERPRETATION and TUBLICATION

Archeol ists /must explain what they have found. This

explaining called INTERPRETATION.`

Lt is import -t that an archeologist tell other

archeologists what he has fou d. 'This is the reason that

y write articles and books.-'They hav e these printed.

This is called PUBLICATION.

CLEANING

,rou know that this is the very thing that

'arti fact :d. The dirt is CLEANED off.

Sometimes it is done with ate. chemicals are used

to cle 17h0 artifa
ff



Someday=, you might find an old artifact br site.

do, don't .try to be.'an archeologist and dig a site Instead,

you should.contact the museum,or university nearest yoU.

Archeology takes years of training, and if you and I try

excavate without this training, we .might ruin val abie.,

info a.tion. Qo not EVER try tube an amateur "digger

I hope you have learned something about 1

/

hope, you have eqjoycd this. hoc



read in the book.

write . -ARLY.

'Today's date is.
I startod ading as

.5 npod rnadinq at
-d to

Today's d
.01 started read.ing at

stormeck. JAI=

..Wead to

Today -s dato is
I startctL r

3.ton-77:-1

Tody
StPrtit-A

I
I 3-,

at

DATE)
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I

TO USE THE tONUNCIATION. TQUIDU

Words that you need to know how to pronounce in Ardheologidal

MeOods, a programged text, are listed in colupns in the following

ed as.you will read them in the1.-pages. The words are. first pr

(text. Then the -4 is divided into syllables to help you learn )

to pronounce it.

Your teacher will play a tape recording of the .words so )hat you

can hear the words andg-Tradtice saying the words.

Afte ve learned to pi

t 7

nounee the words, you will study a

special kineof text called .a programmed text that will explain the

meanings of the words.,
5

While you are studying the text, you may want to review the tape

by yourself or h'some other students-.

(4k)
L.



WORDS

---ximpta'itrto
YIL

a- o-gy

917Th gist

ancient

artifact

culture

arti-fact

or-gan

erosion .

site

-gan'ae

e- -sion

preserve,

preservation

habitat ion

ceremonial

quadrant

relative

s ata

site

pre=serve'

pres er-vetion

habl- a tion

cer-e-mc*ni-al

quadrant

rel-a-tive

ab'so-lute

eta



WPM SYLLABLES_

ation

talendrcal

dendrochronoiogy den-dro-chr -nor'°

potassium-rgon po-tas argon

interpretation in-terpre- a ion

excavate e a-vate

excavation exca-va



t.t1 You-will be oiven an answer,-
-expiaju tb you how to use'it.

Which,*40f
,

-L. oxl.:ayate a si-tc,
2. search for ar
3. write articfe

y L habits

d ti a/0:3'111g difn.rent. endar'sYsteMsdevelOpea

I. reIative' dating
2. spria,tio4dat-g
-3. ealerioria.ndating".
4, dating:

3.)Which o f the;o a i iethi1tq we cannot ear k. o prehistcr c
. people, fro rl tiloi rtifact s? .

1. :low they tA!ked'
.7- what the'y at.,..:
3. wuaL,they wone
4.,wh.:0_ kind-=W:41cre they had

4. Which Method of datin measurs- the ate o che ical change in
object

1. strali(j-aphy
'2. carbon-14
3. potassiu argon
4. both

/.
Hare. arc' 6 esketches t f excavation method The-dark place
ar'0,where 0.irthas been reMoved., Questions are about the



_A.Which

ich

A
B

Which of the excaua ions
take the mos e?

would pr -b y cos he' ostmoney and;
im

eavation methods wou to 1.an%areheol. is the
is buried at a site?

1. A.
2., B

3. C
4. D

Which of the e
most aboUt wha

1- A
2. H
3. C

Objects that are made byman are called
2%-

1. organic
2. inorctanrE
3. Artifacts
4. sites

l0. The

1. elwtive
absolute

3. 3 seriatiop
*4= stratigraphy

et od hich ives a-thdre or:less'fixed date called 4-

tl

Here .`is a skteh of aniexcavatiOn showing different rata. The city
bled numbers show where objects were found. Use the ketch to answer
questiOn. 11.

top of ground r



0_ is-older

1, -objet 1 only
2. object 4 only
3. object 2 only
4- objects 1 And 4

Which of these ia made: o

a stone.alrowhead
; an-An.imal kcn

3 '4 piece of"45ottery
4 a tin can

lk -

Very old artfacts.are
dp they get buried

They get buried -ore,pur se, like in graves
They -Alget buried by oanoes!end ea hquakes. -

_.- They get buried by ,dust an4LAirt ov years and- yearb of
All.of the above are ways 1kt arti cts t buried

t. ,

14. -Here' a're some artifacts' we use today. (Imagine yob are an arche-
ologist a thou an Years from. now ich artifact would you most.
likety find?

timQ

-'china coffee cup
a'dish cloth.7
a- bar pf oa
&baseball bat'
\_

metilod
of wood is 'caked
A

1: dendrochrOgologv
preservation

3_-.stratigraphy
4. eriation'
#

16. he slitudy o meals

used on trees
8

objects made,:

4

1. anthZiopolo
2. archeology
3-0 biolOgy
4. history,

as throuel written'xe

The careful removal cif dirt from -a

1. explo at on,
excavation.
interpretation
serIatidn,



,hqse is made inorganic -aterf

n bone
lave

of ;46:4
arrowhead

19.\AbSolpte da ing meth"Ods
questions?

help answer which on

..Is this obj et older ess ld thah,
as that obje N . ..-

s this object r ioactiVe?
About how any yea old is thiS object ?`
How deep was this -ob t buried in to ground?

the following

20. Ar,tifaces that have n asted a long 6.me were pro
from

1., organic material
2. inorgante material

stratigraphic material
-stepQ material

1. Here arse some different ki ds of 'Sites. Which is the poorest
one for preservatioh4oZ 'hr ;facts?

cave i.tc

desert site
frozen site

--4. jungle siie

Imgint,thatyou are
locate an animal 'sku
the sail' to give

ca ions -l4

dendrochronology
str_rtgr y
seriation

(

'23 A Place

archeo gist.
method

xcavate a site and
mWhich dating Would You use on

t exact date?

cheololgiste ecavate is called

1. .an a thrppologist._
a quadrant

site
4. a trata

24. The years before writing was invented and records kept
s called

1. historic



ptehistoric
olden days

ddle-lages

25.-r tection of,an artifact

1. excavatioit
2. preservation
3. salvation
4. termination

2'6 Heavy rains sometimes,
This is an example of

0

.1'. erosion,
detdrochronology

3. tabitatioh._
4-. str: graphy

'27.. Which of these

1. animal bone
2. stone ."or

3. tree
4. vase

an artifa.

2s. A person whd is not a archeologist`

1. should dig a site very carefully
2. should -not try to dig a site at all
3. dhouid dig a site only of it is on his` own property
'4.shoul riot dig a site'uuless it is.sma11,1--\

.29.:A prehiAorie site is a' site that

I I, has not been excavated
2. does no contain artifacts

w3. was used before written record wer
4. always contains dinosaur bones

,

Archeologi'sts calf' the ways of life of a group of p ople its

-archeologyk
artifacts
culture
history

41,

On the' following page is a itch of an exbavation through several
strata of so,i1. Use the sleet h,to help you answer Question 31.

F



Layer C

Layer D 4

artifact found. in-layer B would -be older than

artifacts in. layer D only
.artifacts in layer C only

3. artifacts in layers. C and D
.4. -artifacts in layer A only

32. tf-you use relative dating on an object, you

1. deN.de whether.it is folder than, less old than,
age as some other object

2 decide whether-it is,rd'dioactive or not
3, decide about how many years old it is
4. measure'how deep it whs buried, in the ground

A habitation sit is where people

1. kept animals
2. hunted,
3. lived
4. worthipped#

34.' Which Sta_eiment is Prue?

1. artifacts are min -made objects
2. most people today do not own any artifacts.
3. artifacts are always worth a lot of money'
4. a bird n st is an artifact

same

35. A word that archeologists use to deScribe material that has
never been alive is

1. organic
2. indrganic
3. historic -
: prehistorip

36. An archeol-dit is a person who studies

1. climates of the earth
2. haw the earth was formed
3. types, of animals
4. prehistoric cultures



3/. Which one is not an artifact?

1. a penny
2. _A_Cat
3, a spoon
4. a-calendar

38 A place-who e peoiple went for religious purposes

1. a-ceremonial site
2, a habitation.sitte
3.' an-historic site-
11. s.er.iation Site

called

39.,WhiCh of the sentences beLow 't -1s- us, why we do. not know every-
-thing about prehistoric man?

1. Prehistoric Sian did not -ook like u
2. The only infermatiOn-we hhve.'iS from',-the artifacts that have

been found._
1. Very few people are interested inikprehistoric man-.
4, No careful studies of .prehistoric man have made.

40.. Which:word de lies material, which was or is 'living?

1. organic
2. inorganic
3. historic
4. prehistoric

-41, Tree ring dati

1. calendrical,
2. dendrochronolo

carb4n-14
4. stratigraphvi

't
42. Which of these

a: school
color of skin
a vein of

3 sunset

is called

'

an example of culture_

A

NV

43 The layers of earth in which objects are found is important in
which kind of dating?

1., absolute
2. carbon-14
.3. dendrochronology
4,stratigraphy



.

.44. Imagdme you-are an artheologist. You find.thelpons of ran wild
'animals and many smooth roungstonps in an excavation. 'YoU,will
probably decide that the peo0NelTanted animals for food using the
SmOOth round. stones. Th'is a-il't of ail archeologitts-'-je:6-isecalle__ _ .__

interpretation
intuitiOn
,.pr.44rveation
deSOtiption

at sort of tools-der---archeologists use?

--hammers, nails and'scre driver8
brooms, mops and pans
picks, shovels and tape measures
saws, ladders add axis

.46. Imagine you are an archeol,ogist
wOuld.you usethese tool

4

1. bulldozer, small brush, Shovel
2. bulldder, Shovel, small,,brush
3. shovel, bulldozer, small brush
4. small brush,,sh t bulldozer

excaiiating a In whet order

47. Sci8ntists w Alo 14_arn'about-man'' 'pa t by studying -tifacts arc

1. archeologists
2. biologists
3. geologists
4. stratigraphe s

48. What is the best order of work for an rcheologist?

1. locate site, excavate, preserve
12. excavate,-publish, Interpret

preserve, locate sitt, interp
publish, prpserve, excavate

49. Putting broken ,objects back together .is ckled
a

1. inspiration'
2. restoration
3., interpetation
4c reXoamation

50. ,Style andShape o

1. straUigraphy
2. dendrochronology
a. seriation
4. calendrical

tifad s is important in what type of dating:.
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KEY FOR FORM B
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21. 3 41.

22.- 42.

23. 2 43.

24.

25. 4 45.

26. 2 45.
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7. 27.
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10. 4 30.
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13. 4 33.

14.; 4 34 1

15.

16. 2 36.

17. 3.1 37.

13. 1

19 . 1 39.

20. 4 40.

47. 1
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49.
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